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In 1995, CERN’s 27-kilometre LEP electron-positron collider should start operating for physics at considerably higher energy. Since its commissioning in 1989, the machine has been operating around 45.5 GeV per beam to give collision energies that home in on the Z particle — the electrically neutral carrier of the weak nuclear force, with a mass of 91 GeV.

The Z, discovered at CERN in 1983 by Carlo Rubbia’s UA1 proton-antiproton tour de force, was for a long time a rare physics jewel. Until LEP came along, only a handful had been seen. With millions now captured by the four LEP experiments – Aleph, Delphi, L3 and Opal – the Z has become everyday physics, and the accumulated precision Z data give an incisive view inside today’s Standard Model. The self-consistency of these measurements make physicists confident that the sixth (‘top’) quark should turn up around 150 GeV.

But the Z is only one side of the picture. For the self-consistency of the Standard Model to become really watertight, a precision fix is also needed on the W at 81 GeV, the electrically charged companion of the Z.

While the neutral Z can be produced directly in electron-positron annihilations, the charged Ws can only be produced in pairs, hence the call for higher energies at LEP. (The project is known as LEP200, but 200 GeV is acknowledged as an optimistic energy target.) To roughly double beam energy from around 45 GeV for Z physics to the level needed for W production calls for an additional 1900 Megavolts of accelerating voltage.

To drive this much accelerating power economically requires superconducting accelerating cavities, and throughout the LEP project work has been going on in the background to develop the required technology. The first unit was installed in the ring in 1990 (September 1990, page 24).

But LEP 200 is more than just the supply and installation of 192 superconducting accelerating cavities. According to LEP200 project leader Carlo Wyss, work on the cavities represents only 22% of the total budget. Among the other LEP200 activities, cryogenics, radiofrequency power and controls, civil engineering, electricity distribution and cooling equipment together represent a
significant fraction of the total effort invested in LEP. Manufacture of the superconducting cavities to precise specifications is an exacting task for industry. Supply is running some eight months behind the very ambitious original schedule, but Wyss, Philippe Bernard and their team are confident that some of this delay can be clawed back. Acceptance tests are also encouraging, practically every unit comfortably exceeding the stipulated resonance quality (Q) and accelerating voltage requirements.

Tests of the prototype cavities mounted in situ, together with all their complicated radiofrequency plumbing and attendant cooling, have identified and understood problems pulling performance 20% below its nominal value.

After implementing the necessary improvements and with increased experience of mastering the tricky business of conditioning radiofrequency superconducting equipment, the LEP200 team is confident that procedures will soon be found to ensure optimal performance.

So far, LEP200's cryogenic system, with four 12kW refrigeration plants, will be considerable, about half as big again as that installed at the HERA electron-proton collider at DESY, Hamburg, with its totally superconducting proton ring. The LEP200 cryogenic plant includes liquid helium transfer lines and high pressure helium storage vessels supplied by Russia.

As well as the cavities and the means to cool and drive them, LEP 200 also calls for considerable upgrades in LEP vacuum system, power converters, separators, etc. All this work is carefully phased so that the full complement of superconducting cavities should be installed and tested late in 1994, ready for physics operation in 1995. With LEP finally running at its full energy, its experiments should reap their first samples of W pairs. However while LEP Z samples are counted in millions, Ws, produced off resonance, will be counted in thousands. Machine performance will therefore be critical, and ways of improving the luminosity are being looked at.
Why Your Next ADC Should be Fast Converting Wilkinson, Full 12 Bits and from LeCroy

Introducing the 1881 FASTBUS Charge Integrating ADC

The recent advances in accelerator and detector technology and the ever increasing number of channels in experiments, places a greater demand on the charge integrating ADCs. High rate experiments in particular require the lowest dead time and shortest conversion time as well as high channel density, without sacrificing the performance of previous FASTBUS ADCs.

The new Model 1881 was designed to meet these challenges by providing benefits not found in other designs such as:

- **Lowers the system's dead time**
  - with 15 μs conversion time, 64 event buffer and sparsified readout since only data which exceeds individually programmed thresholds is buffered. Sparsification results in significantly lower dead time and higher event throughput, as shown in a fully loaded crate with 10% occupancy at 6 MHz readout rate.

- **High linearity**
  - of less than ±0.1 LSB DNL (typically ±0.05 LSB) with high channel density of 64 channels, in a single FASTBUS width, is achieved with 64 800 MHz Wilkinson converters operating simultaneously.

- **Highest resolution**
  - of a true 12-bit resolution with a full 12 bits of range above pedestal, for wide dynamic range detector requirements.

The Model 1881 represents the next step in FASTBUS ADCs. In addition to the above, it also offers a wide gate range, an on-board 64 event buffer and 64 channels per module, which makes the 1881 perfectly suited for calorimeters. All of these features provide you with more information faster with higher accuracy and at an affordable price.
The W pairs at LEP will be formed via an intermediate invisible 'virtual' Z. However the W production will still bear the stamp of this intermediate particle, providing valuable information about the coupling of a Z to a W pair, another incisive test for the Standard Model.

If the sixth quark is found at Fermilab's proton-antiproton collider, and if the precision on the W mass could attain ±50 MeV at LEP, then the veil could at last start to be lifted from the Higgs particles, the mysterious symmetry breaking mechanism at the heart of the electroweak unification picture.

If the sixth quark is found at Fermilab's proton-antiproton collider, and if the precision on the W mass could attain ±50 MeV at LEP, then the veil could at last start to be lifted from the Higgs particles, the mysterious symmetry breaking mechanism at the heart of the electroweak unification picture.

LEP at 90°

With twice as many Z particles logged this year, the performance of CERN's LEP electron-positron collider continues to improve. Paradoxically, the improvement would have been even better had it not been for teething problems with new operating conditions which will eventually boost performance still higher.

Now solidly established, these new conditions, notably the 90° (instead of the previous 60°) phase for transverse betatron oscillations, and the 'pretzel' scheme for eight bunches per beam instead of four (October, page 17), first had to be assimilated, and it took a few weeks before the LEP operating crews could add them to their full repertoire.

Collision performance (measured by 'luminosity') continues to improve. Although in principle LEP has yet to deliver its 'design' luminosity of $1.3 \times 10^{31}$ per sq cm per s at any one time, its best performance to date is not far off – $1.1 \times 10^{31}$. The crews have become very skilled at optimizing conditions during each beam coast, with continual careful grooming of the beams ensuring high collision rates. This, together with improved performance at the four detectors – Aleph, Delphi, L3, and Opal – have led to average efficiency increasing to 57% from 44% in 1991, so that the luminosity delivered over a day has exceeded what could have been expected initially, says Steve Myers.

The main LEP limitations, as measured by the machine's beam current, are still the transverse coupling instabilities inherent for single beam operation, compounded with unwelcome beam-beam interactions once electron and positron beams are in the ring together.

Some of the former is caused by the inevitable transverse impedance of the copper radiofrequency cavities used to accelerate the LEP beams. With superconducting radiofrequency cavities now being installed as part of the LEP200 programme to push the

---

High tide at CERN. Due to the moon's gravity, the circumference of CERN's LEP electron-positron collider varies by about a millimetre over 27 kilometres. These tiny effects are amplified by LEP, producing detectable changes in the beam energy, which is measured to 20 parts in a million using polarized (spin-oriented) beams.

---

![LEP TidExperiment](image-url)
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beam energy from 45 GeV towards 90 GeV (see page 1), some conventional cavities could eventually become redundant. Removing them should improve single beam conditions, at the same time liberating valuable additional klystron power for LEP200. Increasing the LEP injection energy from the current 20 GeV level delivered by the SPS should also help.

Beam-beam limitations are ascribed to insufficient beam separation as the beams get larger, to subtle differences between electron and positron behaviour, and possible orbit influence from the electrostatic separators. Beam current could also be pushed higher by increasing the beam emittance, but this would also increase the level of unwelcome background photons seen by the detectors.

The 'pretzel' scheme for eight bunch operation was first used for physics in August, but became routine in October, hopefully for the remainder of LEP's career. In principle doubling the effective electron-positron collision rate, its introduction briefly slowed the Z scoring rate as the crews had to learn new tricks, but the break-even point was soon quickly passed.

One unwelcome detail is that electron-positron differences are accentuated in pretzel mode, and additional sextupoles are being installed to compensate. Eight-bunch operation could be further optimized if it became standard right through the complicated LEP injector chain.

One disappointment this year has been the absence of polarized beams from the 90° optics. Significant polarization (spin orientation) had been seen last year (November 1991, page 12) using the old 60° optics, and opened the door to valuable precision measurements of the beam energy. To retain this capability, a 90°/60° horizontal/vertical split could be tried, and a recent pretzel test gave encouraging results.

Thursday 5 November was another major milestone en route to the establishment of the experimental programme for CERN's LHC proton-proton collider to be built in the 27-kilometre LEP tunnel.

After initial discussions of 'Expressions of Interest' at the specially-arranged meeting at Evian-les-Bains, France, earlier this year (May, page 1), three Letters of Intent have emerged, together involving nearly 2000 physicists from research institutes all over the world. As well as these researchers listed on the documents, the plans in fact involve many additional technical specialists who work behind the scenes.

It was a historic moment as these three detector proposals were aired at the first open meeting of the new LHC Experiments Committee. CERN's main auditorium and a large overflow room receiving relayed video pictures were both packed.
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CERN Courier, January/February 1993
The ATLAS scheme for an LHC detector has two options: a conventional iron-core magnet (top), and a superconducting air-core (below).

From these three schemes – ATLAS, CMS and L3P – and the first reactions to their letters of intent, eventually two projects will emerge, for which full technical proposals will be prepared, including construction plans and credible costings.

In this early phase exact specification of the detector elements is in many cases left open, pending the outcome of the vigorous ongoing detector R&D programme for generic systems to handle LHC extremely high event rates. The detector plans also reflect the potential to carry out unique and ambitious physics with initial LHC luminosities of about $10^{32}$ per sq cm per s before the machine is cranked up to its design goal above $10^{34}$.

ATLAS, described at the CERN meeting by Peter Jenni, is a merger between the ASCOT and EAGLE schemes launched earlier this year at Evian and brings together some 850 researchers from 88 institutes in 24 countries. The aim is to exploit the full LHC discovery potential, with full coverage of photon, electron, muon and hadron jets, together with ‘missing energy’ indicative of invisible particle such as neutrinos, over a wide range of LHC luminosities, and with ‘robust’ muon and electron coverage at the very highest collision rates.

ATLAS proposes an outer 26 metre-long toroid magnet for muon measurements, with an inner 2T superconducting solenoid. The former could be superconducting air core or conventional iron core, or a combination of the two, with a superconducting barrel and warm iron for the end-cap regions.

The toroidal magnet muon detector would allow triggering and identification outside all calorimetry, with substantial thicknesses of absorber, without using the inner detector. The
150 ps at 1.5 tesla.

Hamamatsu's Fine-Mesh PMTs for high-magnetic fields incorporate a newly designed dynode structure. As a result, they operate stably without any special shielding even in magnetic environments up to 1.5 tesla. Time resolution on the order of 150 ps yields larger and more reliable TOF measurements. For detailed information on Fine-Mesh PMTs, just contact Hamamatsu Photonics at the office nearest you.
The L3P scheme would inherit part of the infrastructure from the existing L3 detector at LEP.

A superconducting solution would provide better physics capability. Inside the muon system, calorimetry would use a highly granular lead/liquid argon approach for the electromagnetic part, and iron absorbers for the hadron part, where the active medium could be liquid argon or scintillating tiles or fibres.

At the heart of the detector, the interaction region would be surrounded by silicon and gallium arsenide microstrip and pixel detectors to provide a precision initial track segment, with supplementary instrumentation farther out for the bulk of pattern recognition, tracking, momentum measurement and identification.

While ATLAS has several options open at this stage, the vigorous ongoing R&D programme should result in many of these positions being closed by the time the full technical proposal is presented.

CMS - Compact Muon Solenoid - includes over 400 collaborators from some 60 institutes in 23 countries, including a sizeable Russian contingent and representation from all the Baltic states. As well as proton-proton collisions, CMS is also designed to look at aspects of the alternative LHC diet of heavy ion collisions.

Spokesman Michel Della Negra pointed out how the CMS design for a compact, minimal cost detector starts with the magnet, which influences the rest of the design. The 14-metre CMS superconducting solenoid would provide 4T inside a radius of 2.9 metres. Muon momentum would be measured several times, both outside the coil and in the inner tracking volume. The magnet would be covered with several planes of drift chambers for muon identification and measurement.

Inside the magnet, the powerful field would give high momentum precision. Solid state and gas microstrip techniques would be able to provide the required level of tracking performance. Calorimetry would be mainly inside the magnet coil, with the electromagnetic part using either cerium fluoride or a lead/scintillator 'Shashlik' design being developed in Russia, while hadron energy would be handled by copper absorber with scintillating tiles.

L3P - Lepton and Photon Precision Physics - is the LHC reincarnation of the L3 experiment at the LEP electron-positron collider, and nearly all the contributors to the L3P letter of intent have participated in L3.

L3P is designed to complement other detectors, both at LHC and at the SSC Superconducting Supercollider in the US. Sam Ting's presentation at CERN recalled past and sometimes painful experience with experiments using high intensity beams, and went on to explain how detectors relatively far from the target/interaction point with a lot of magnetic power could provide an optimal solution.

L3P would be phased with LHC progress. Detector R&D work has benefited from work in the framework of CERN's detector R&D programme. The detector, at Point 2 in the ring, would use part of the L3 infrastructure, muon chambers and magnet frame. With its goal of precision electron, muon and photon measurements, elements are placed far from the beam intersection. Most inner central tracking, with proportional chambers, drift tubes and gas microstrip detectors would be at least 1.65 m from the proton beam. The entire tracker could be removed and a new one fitted for specialized LHC research topics.

Outside the tracker will be the electromagnetic calorimeter, made of cerium fluoride crystals. Like the BGO crystals used in L3, these would include a significant Chinese effort.

Moving away from the beam, the
Wideband PWM ‘Op Amp’ Delivers 49kW

For particle beam steering & focus with 5mA/°C stability—or deflection and scanning with 9V/μs slew rate. Units parallel for higher power output.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Continuous Output¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>220, 230</td>
<td>±75V @ ±12A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>231, 261</td>
<td>±160V @ ±55A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233, 263</td>
<td>±160V @ ±110A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234-1, 264-1</td>
<td>±160V @ ±180A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234, 264</td>
<td>±160V @ ±240A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235, 265</td>
<td>±160V @ ±300A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Rating for Iₚₑᵃᵏ is >2x Iₐ₉₉⁰ depending on duty factor and pulse width.

Copley Controls’ wideband, filtered PWM power amplifiers look—to the load—like linear amplifiers. The 80 kHz switching frequency enables power filters to be built into the amplifier’s case. MOSFET output bridge permits paralleling for high current. Copley amplifiers are ideal for driving a wide range of inductive loads.

Specifications include DC-4 kHz bandwidth, 0.2% THD, and 0.5mV/°C stability. Low heat dissipation yields >94% efficiency. Applications include beam steering, motion control, vibration suppression, magnetic levitation, and ripple/harmonic neutralization. Improved current mode DC stability can be achieved with external shunt.
next element would be a superconducting solenoid, where several designs are under study. The hadron calorimeter with iron absorber and gas active medium would surround the magnet.

Muons would be measured by an outer layer of drift tubes, by the existing L3 muon chambers outside the hadron calorimeter and by the central tracker, with its ultimate resolution of 3.6 parts in a thousand.

With the LHC Experiments Committee now in business, the overall goal is to present a fairly detailed description of the LHC experimental programme, including machine, detectors and the relation to the rest of CERN's experimental programme, to CERN's governing body, the Council, at the end of 1993. Council would then be in a position to start the approval procedure for the whole LHC project. However the broad outline should be clear enough for a preliminary report on the emerging plans for the experimental programme early this year.

DPF Big One

At its latest venue at Fermilab from 10-14 November, the American Physical Society’s Division of Particles and Fields meeting entered a new dimension. These regular meetings, which allow younger researchers to communicate with their peers, have been gaining popularity over the years (this was the seventh in the series), but nobody had expected almost a thousand participants and nearly 500 requests to give talks.

Thus Fermilab's 800-seat auditorium had to be supplemented with another room with a video hookup, while the parallel sessions were organized into nine bewildering streams covering fourteen major physics topics.

With the conventionality of the Standard Model virtually unchallenged, physics does not move fast these days. While most of the physics results had already been covered in principle at the International Conference on High Energy Physics held in Dallas in August (October, page 1), the Fermilab DPF meeting had a very different atmosphere.

Major international meetings like Dallas attract big names from far and wide, and it is difficult in such an august atmosphere for young researchers to find a receptive audience. This was not the case at the DPF parallel sessions. The meeting also adopted a novel approach, with the parallels sandwiched between an initial day of plenaries to set the scene, and a final day of summaries.

With the whole world waiting for the sixth ('top') quark to be discovered at Fermilab's Tevatron proton-antiproton collider, the meeting began with updates from Avi Yagil and Ronald Madaras from the big detectors, CDF and D0 respectively. Although rumours flew thick and fast, the Tevatron has not yet reached the top, although Yagil could show one intriguing event of a type expected from the heaviest quark.

Frank Sciulli of Columbia presented initial results from the HERA electron-proton collider at DESY Ham-
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At the Fermilab DPF meeting, Sam Ting summarizes the findings of the experiments at CERN’s LEP electron-positron collider. (Photo Reidar Hahn)

burg. These initial snapshots of an intriguing new experimental conditions have been aired several times already (December 1992, page 11), but Sciulli could show HERA’s first charged current event. The physics from CERN’s LEP electron-positron collider was described by Sam Ting of MIT, abandoning temporarily his traditional role as spokesman of the LEP L3 experiment to do an excellent job in assembling the contributions from Aleph, Delphi, and Opal as well.

After a well-balanced presentation of LEP’s considerable contribution to orthodox electroweak and quark physics, Ting could afford the luxury of pointing to possibly unorthodox LEP Z decays producing a pair of leptons (electrons or muons) accompanied by two high energy photons. Curiously, four such decays from L3 and now two from Delphi report photon pairs carrying about 60 GeV of energy. The events were subsequently described in detail in the parallel sessions by Boleslaw Wyslouch of MIT for L3 and Jesus Marco of Santander for Delphi, who were carefully questioned (see page 9). These LEP photon pairs quickly became the meeting’s talking point.

Charles Baltay of Yale had a sample of 10,000 Zs produced using polarized beams at Stanford’s SLC linear collider and collected by the SLD detector. Knowing the spin orientation of the decaying Zs makes for a particularly rich data sample, which will be augmented next year when the SLC resumes running.

Speaking on the high energy physics-astrophysics connection, Daniel Sinclair of Michigan concentrated on high energy gamma sources and on atmospheric neutrinos. High energy gamma rays from massive stellar synchrotron radiation emission were first seen in secret data from satellites looking for nuclear tests. It was soon established that the bursts came from outside the solar system but nevertheless the data still stayed secret for a while. However sightings began to accumulate and with NASA’s GRO satellite in orbit, gamma astronomy has now become big business (July 1992, page 20).

For atmospheric neutrinos, Sinclair underlined the discrepancy between muon-type and electron-type signals seen in big underground detectors (September 1992, page 4). However the traditional difficulty of compiling solid neutrino data suggests other types of experiment are needed for to complement the traditional water Cerenkov readings.

On non-accelerator experiments, John Wilkerson of Los Alamos read the death sentence for the 17 keV neutrino, explaining how pioneer 17 keV neutrino ‘findings’ had now been explained by multiple scattering. This was covered in detail later in the parallels by Andrew Hime, who pointed out that some 17 keV results nevertheless still stand. In the same session, David Caldwell of Santa Barbara underlined the difficulty of these neutrino measurements – ‘everybody has found this to be a difficult business’.

Speaking on accelerator developments, Maury Tigner of Cornell explained how the initial 1980s euphoria on possible new accelerator developments has largely evaporated, with the emphasis now more on traditional approaches to new energy and luminosity frontiers. For detectors, Murdock Gilchriese of Berkeley remarked how luminosity ceilings have been lifted, with $10^{33}$ apparently no longer the problem it appeared ten years ago.

The final day’s plenary sessions started with coverage of the sacro-
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Former Fermilab Director Leon Lederman called for improved public awareness of particle physics. (Photo Reidar Hahn)

sanct Standard Model, with Keith Ellis of Fermilab in the quark corner, and William Marciano of Brookhaven as the electroweak contender. Ellis highlighted the consistent set of measurements now in place for the quark/gluon content of hadrons (structure functions), and how the kinematic coverage of these measurements is being extended with the advent of the HERA proton-electron collider at DESY, Hamburg.

With electroweak measurements appearing to confine where the sixth ('top') quark will turn up, Marciano warned against being too influenced by central 'predictions' for the top. Whatever its mass turns out to be, it will be much heavier than anything else, and this needs to be explained.

John Cumalat of Colorado (charm), David Cassel of Cornell (bottom) and Walter Toki of SLAC (tau leptons) summarized the wealth of detailed data now building up on flavour physics. The final afternoon turned to theory, with Stephen Sharpe of the University of Washington describing the aims and achievements of lattice theory, while David Gross of Princeton covered recent theoretical developments, including attempts to explain the existence of quantum chromodynamics.

Winding up the meeting, Leon Lederman was in fine form. After surveying the continued intactness of the Standard Model, he turned to the current level of support for high energy physics in the US. He deplored the general public's lack of information on science in general and high energy physics in particular, which according to Lederman translates into ignorance and apathy at congressional level. This should be countered, he urged, by well defined and thought out information campaigns organized by national science societies.

The meeting was organized by physicists from Fermilab and local universities. Chairman of the local organizing committee were Rajendran Raja and John Yoh from Fermilab.

CERN
A tale of two photons

When precision data from the several million Zs carefully collected over several years by the four big experiments – Aleph, Delphi, L3 and Opal – at CERN’s LEP electron-positron collider have otherwise consistently underlined conventional physics, a hint of something unexplained quickly packs the seminar rooms.

In 1991, the L3 experiment turned up two examples of Z decays producing a muon pair accompanied by a widely separated pair of high energy photons, with the photon pair in each case taking some 60 GeV of energy (actually 58.8 and 59.0 GeV). Nothing to get excited about at the time, but ongoing data analysis tuned into this channel. This year two more events turned up, one again with a muon pair accompanied by a 60 GeV photon pair, the other with an electron (electron-positron) pair and a 62 GeV photon pair.

At first L3 preferred to keep this quiet, and the news was not announced at the major international meeting in Dallas last August. The first public announcement of the four unexplained events (out of a total of 1.6 million Z decays) came in a LEP Experiments Committee session at CERN in October.

At the same session, Delphi spokesman Ugo Amaldi publicly
1) The superimposed detail in the top picture shows a complicated construction in conjunction with high precision.
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revealed that his experiment had recently turned up two similar events, while a few weeks later the continued analysis of Delphi data found the first example of an event with a 60 GeV photon pair accompanied by two confined 'jets' of hadrons. L3 sees 60 GeV photon pairs accompanied only by electrons or muons.

The L3 analysis of radiative background suggests that four events grouped round an energy of 60 GeV for the photon pair is highly unlikely, but spokesman Sam Ting says that a radiative fluctuation 'cannot be ruled out'. At the same time, the decay of some unknown heavy particle cannot be ruled out either. 'More data is needed,' he concludes. So far, Aleph and Opal have seen no excess of any such events. All four experiments have comparable Z samples.

One of the unusual events seen by the L3 experiment at CERN's LEP electron-positron collider, producing a 12.7 GeV positive muon, a 16.9 GeV negative muon, and a pair of photons carrying between them 59 GeV.

While such a photon pair is one expected fingerprint of a Higgs particle, responsible for the symmetry breaking at the heart of the electroweak mechanism, a Higgs should also decay in other ways. These are not seen.

Intriguingly, the AMY experiment looking at electron-positron annihilation at the TRISTAN collider at the Japanese KEK Laboratory, which scans lower energies than LEP, several years ago saw a small fluctuation in hadron production at a single energy very close to 60 GeV.

Gaps in understanding

A three-day workshop held at Fermilab last year highlighted what many physicists consider to be a new frontier area in strong interaction physics, loosely referred to as 'small-x', involving constituents which carry only a small fraction of the total proton momentum. But the workshop demonstrated how this generally involves a wider range of topics, blurring the traditional distinction between 'hard' and 'soft' aspects of quark behaviour at high energy.

The ideas have evolved out of a combination of theoretical progress and a search for new experimental opportunities. The first workshop devoted exclusively to small-x physics was held at Hamburg and focussed on physics at the HERA electron-proton collider (July 1990, page 23). The focus of the latest (Argonne/Fermilab sponsored) meeting was the physics that could be explored at Fermilab's Tevatron proton-antiproton collider.

The success of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) as a theory of quark processes tends to hide the fact that its domain of applicability is limited - there are still many everyday strong interaction phenomena that cannot be explained in terms of interacting quarks and gluons.

The standard picture of a high momentum proton includes three 'valence' quarks plus an indeterminate number of evanescent quark-antiquark pairs (the 'sea') and gluons, each carrying a fraction x of the total momentum of the proton. The x distribution of the quarks and gluons - the 'structure function' - changes or 'evolves' as the momentum of the probing particle increases (i.e. its wavelength decreases). The
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Dieléctromètre (mégohmmètre + poste de rigidité diélectrique) programmable.
Microhmètres programmables de 1 microhm à 80.000 ohms, précision < 0,05 %

Regulated high voltage power supplies from 0-1 kV to 0-600 kV = regulation < 0,005%.
Programmable megohmmeter picammeter 100 ohms to 2.10^9 and from 0.01 pA to 20 mA with a voltage from 1 V to 1500 V.
Dielectric strength testers DC and AC, non destructive tests from 0 to 6 kV, 0 to 12 kV, 0 to 50 kV.
Programmable dielectricmeters (megohmmeter + dielectric strength tester).
Programmable microhmeters from 1 microhm to 80,000 ohms, accuracy < 0.05%.
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Réalisation de pièces mécaniques de haute précision pour la Défense Nationale, les engins spatiaux, l'industrie nucléaire et les centres de recherche scientifiques (CERN). Exemple : Couplers, tuners.

Fabrication of high precision components for the military, space and nuclear industries, for different scientific research centres (CERN). For exemple : Coplers, tuners.
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Les activités de Merlin Gerin se répartissent dans plusieurs domaines :
Distribution Basse Tension (disjoncteurs, condensateurs, gestion d'énergie...).
Transport et distribution Haute Tension (transformateurs...).
Electronique industrielle (alimentations de sécurité, ...).
Réalisation d'ensembles (installations complètes, superviseurs...).

MERLIN GERIN activities are divided in several sectors :
Low voltage distribution (circuit-breakers, capacitors, automatic and programmable functions, alarm systems...).
Transport and high voltage distribution (switchgear SF6, power-transformer).
Industrial electronics (UPS, ...).
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RTN : Plateau tournant de haute précision (10°) destiné à des charges importantes (200 à 800 kg).
LAE 500 : Lunette autocollimatrice électronique de haute précision (0,1 μrad).
Goniomètre avec 3 à 6 axes de liberté.
Banc avec déplacement de grande précision sur coussin d'air pour des charges lourdes.
Verin installé sur LASER NOVA (Livermore) et PHEBUS (CEA Limeil).

RTN : High precision (10°) rotary stages designed to withstand heavy loads (200 to 800 kg).
LEA 500 : High resolution electronic autocollimators (0,1 μrad).
Goniometer with 3 to 6 axes of freedom.
High precision displacement bench on air bearings for heavy loads.
Actuator on NOVA LASER (Livermore) and PHEBUS (CEA Limeil).
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Alimentation puissance classe 10-5 - 10-6.
Electro-aimant.
Système magnétique pour RMN.
IRM médicaux dédiés.
Gaussmètre RMN.
10-5 - 10-6 power supplies.
Electromagnets.
Magnetic systems for MRI.
Magnetic systems for medical imaging.
MRI gaussmeters.
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Transmetteurs de pression absolue - gammes couvertes 10^4 mbar à 10 bars a.
Transmetteurs de pression différentielle ou relative - gamme de 10^4 mbar à 100 bars.
Baromètres de haute précision.
Températures de fonctionnement de 1k à 150°C.
Versions spéciales résistant aux radiations ionisantes.
Absolute pressure transmitters : range from 10^4 mbar up to 10 bars a.
Differential or gauge pressure transmitters : from 10^4 mbar to 100 bars.
High precision barometer.
Working temperatures from 1K up to 150°C.
Special equipments for ionizing radiations environments.
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Régulateurs et régulateurs/programmateurs mono ou biboucle.
Systèmes de supervision.
Ensemble multiboucle de régulation et d'automatisme.
Contacteurs statiques et gradateurs de puissance.
Installations clé en main.
Controllers/programmers (simple or dual loop).
Supervisory system.
Multiloop control system.
Solide state contactors and power controllers.
Turn key installation.
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Fil supraconducteur pour courant continu et alternatif.
Câble supraconducteur.
Aimants pour l’Imagerie par Résonnance Magnétique.
Aimants pour la Physique des Hautes Energies.
Aimants pour la fusion contrôlée.
Superconducting wires for DC current and alternative current.
Superconducting cable.
Magnets for Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
Magnets for High Energy Physic.
Magnets for the controlled fusion.
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Pièces de Découpage Fin, principal utilisateur : l'industrie automobile mais le Découpage Fin est aussi utilisé dans les domaines de l'aviation, optique, textile, armement. GARCONNET a découpé, entre autres, les colliers et les fers froids des quadrupoles de HERA.
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closer the proton is scrutinized, the more quarks and gluons are seen. As there are more of them, their average momentum fraction \( x \) must be smaller.

Quarks and gluons radiate ‘soft’ gluons in the very low \( x \) region (less than \( 10^{-3} \) or even \( 10^{-4} \)). But new phenomena must occur with high gluon densities, such as recombination of gluons to form higher \( x \) gluons, or something akin to shadowing of gluons by each other, or perhaps collective effects like ‘condensation’ or superfluidity. Perhaps there are local regions of high density, which have become known as ‘hot spots’.

As emphasized by J. Bartels the small-\( x \) region is a transition between perturbative (quark/gluon) hard scattering and the non-perturbative soft region traditionally described in ‘Regge’ language. One of the most challenging theoretical issues is to determine whether the small-\( x \) behaviour of the gluon distribution can be calculated from techniques originally developed to study the Regge limit.

Experiment has measured the proton structure function only down to about \( x = 0.01 \), and HERA will open up totally unexplored kinematical territory. However Fermilab’s Tevatron, with proton-antiproton collisions at 1800 GeV, can also probe the gluon structure function at these very low values of \( x \), although details have still to be studied.

The idea is to measure a high transverse momentum direct photon and the recoil hadron jet, when both are at small angles (a few degrees) in the same direction. This would pick up predominantly medium-\( x \) quarks hitting very low-\( x \) gluons. The resulting information on the low-\( x \) gluon density would also be useful for predicting heavy quark production at the LHC and SSC proton-proton colliders.

Another strong interaction physics frontier is the old but still not understood phenomenon of diffraction, traditionally described by exchange of a ’Pomeron’ between two protons bouncing off each other. As well as producing elastic scattering, this process can also excite one or both of the protons.

When this was first seen at the CERN Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) the effective masses of the excited protons ranged up to about 15 GeV. At CERN’s proton-antiproton collider this range extended to about 150 GeV, while the Tevatron reaches about 430 GeV. These massive systems tell a lot more about the diffractive process.

By focussing on hard scattering processes within this heavy system, measurements can in principle extract an effective quark/gluon structure of the exchanged Pomeron. A ‘perturbative Pomeron’ could appear when the momentum transfer becomes large enough.

Experiment UA8 at the CERN collider found remarkably clean jet structures, convincingly interpreted as resulting from hard scattering between gluons or quarks in the struck (anti-)proton and the Pomeron (March 1992, page 4). Remarkably, J.C. Collins argued that this phenomenon would be absent in Pomeron-induced hard scattering processes at HERA.

Diffractive hard scattering has so far been neglected at the Tevatron, where the higher masses could give rise to more spectacular effects and the studies could be valuably extended. Although the Pomeron looks like a murky remnant of old (pre-1974) physics, it has yet to be understood.

The idea of ‘rapidity gaps’ in very high energy collisions has recently aroused considerable interest. A quark collision mediated by the exchange of a photon, \( W \) or \( Z \) should produce hadron jets, but since the exchanged particles do not carry the usual ‘colour’ quantum number of
quark interactions, there would be no resultant central hadronization, leaving a kinematical range (a few units of 'rapidity') with no particles – a gap.

J.D. Bjorken, F. Halzen and others argued that rapidity gaps should be sought at the Tevatron. Such gaps are common in diffractive collisions, but the momentum transfer across the gap is always less than a few GeV if the conventional soft Pomeron is exchanged. However a wide gap might also be possible with a very large momentum transfer, say 50 GeV (a 'hard' Pomeron). Theorists are encouraging experimenters to look for events with balanced jets separated by a rapidity gap as a means of isolating 'hard diffraction', a quite new aspect of strong interactions.

There are also attempts to explain strange cosmic ray events such as 'Centauro', with a very large imbalance between electromagnetic and hadronic energy, in ways which relate to hard diffraction. At hadron colliders, the physics of particles coming out at large angles (the central region) has been so interesting and fruitful since the mid-late 70s that what comes out in the forward directions has been relatively neglected. The Fermilab workshop demonstrated this might be an oversight.

From Michael Albrow and Alan White

Vancouver Cyclotron Conference

Although no longer on the high energy frontier, the cyclotron field is still a major scientific growth area. Its progress is highlighted at the international conference on cyclotron design, development and utilization held at intervals of about three years, under the auspices of the International Union of Pure and Applied Physics (IUPAP).

Vancouver, surrounded by mountains, water and some cyclotrons, provided a pleasant setting for the 13th Conference, held last summer. With over 200 cyclotrons in operation around the world, the attendance, 241 delegates and 26 industrial exhibitors, was a near record, reflecting the flourishing state of the field.

The early sessions covered the initial operation of new or upgraded cyclotron facilities. Major facilities completed since the previous Conference in Berlin in May 1989 included the 400 MeV ring cyclotron at Osaka, the U400M cyclotron at Dubna which will be coupled to the U400 to give 20 MeV nucleon uranium beams, the 130 MeV cyclotron at Jyvaskyla (in Finland, the furthest north!), the 110 MeV JAERI machine in Japan, and the 65 MeV proton therapy cyclotron in Nice.

Among the facility upgrades were the KFA cyclotron at Jülich which will inject the 2.5 GeV storage ring COSY, and the addition of an FM mode to the K=200 CW mode at Uppsala to give protons up to 180 MeV. The impressive current of 1.5 mA at 72 MeV obtained from the PSI Injector II will soon be injected into the 590 MeV ring.

Many new cyclotrons involve the use of superconducting magnets. For instance the rotatable 'flying cyclotron' built at Michigan State University is now treating cancer patients at Harper Hospital in Detroit. Superconducting cyclotrons of novel design are also moving in Europe; that begun in Milan is being completed in Catania, while one being built in

---

Stan Hagen, leader of the Canadian delegation, and Kim Campbell, senior British Columbia federal minister push for the new KAON facility at the Vancouver TRIUMF Laboratory. (Photo Tallulah)
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Orsay will be installed at Groningen. Several superconducting cyclotrons are developing higher deflector voltages to extract the highest energies.

One superconducting machine pushing the design frontiers is the TRITRON, described by Trinks of Garching, which will be the first separated orbit cyclotron (SOC), an idea that arose in the 1960s with the 'Beehive' design of Russell from the UK Rutherford Lab. The TRITRON orbits lie in a plane, and each has its own focusing and bending magnets, like a coiled up linac. TRITRON will also be the first cyclotron with superconducting r.f. Trinks also gave examples of designs up to 1000 MeV.

An ambitious new design described by Ziegler of the Hahn Meitner Institute is the superconducting FFAG ring proposed in Germany to accelerate 1.7mA protons from 500 MeV to 3 GeV for a spallation neutron source. This would be the highest energy cyclotron, actually a ring synchro-cyclotron. Another novelty is the S-coil configuration proposed for a 200 MeV superconducting proton cyclotron at NAC in South Africa, described by Jungwirth. Here the magnet coils are wound around the return yoke to provide the needed field increase with radius.

A fast-developing area in nuclear physics is the production and use of radioactive beams, pioneered by ISOLDE at CERN. Radioactive beams can be produced either by having a high-energy, high-power beam hit a thick target and then accelerating the radioactive species, or by having a high-energy heavy ion beam fragment in a thin target.

Cyclotrons, as well as other accelerators, are used or planned using both these methods. Radioactive beams are already in use at TRIUMF (Canada), Louvain (Belgium), GANIL (France), RIKEN (Japan) and MSU (US). Future cyclotron-based facilities are under construction at Oak Ridge, INS Tokyo, Osaka and Dubna, and are planned for Catania/ 

Dubna, and are planned for Catania/ 

Milan, GANIL, Grenoble, Moscow, PSI (Switzerland), TRIUMF (ISAC) and the North American IsoSpin Laboratory collaboration. The challenge is to provide usable beam intensities of a wide variety of radioactive species for use in interesting nuclear science and astrophysics experiments.

For heavy ion cyclotrons, injection with a high charge state ECR source can greatly increase performance, since energy is proportional to the square of charge. ECR developments were reviewed by Lyneis of Berkeley, including the unique high field 10 GHz source CAPRICE at Grenoble, the superconducting source at Michigan State, and electron injection with either a biased disk as at Grenoble or with an electron gun as at Berkeley.

Cyclotrons are injecting into storage rings or synchrotrons at Indiana, INS Tokyo and Uppsal. Similar systems are under construction at Jülich, and proposed at TRIUMF, Osaka, Kiev and Dubna. In these systems development is under way in electron and stochastic cooling, target systems, and upgraded control systems, so that the potential physics can be fully realized. A review of beam instrumentation for cooler facilities by Ellison described the feedback and operator assistance systems needed.

Reviews of medical and non-medical applications gave cyclotron designers an insight into the beam requirements in these fields. In his review of compact cyclotrons Bechtold (Karlsruhe) discussed the important application of cyclotron principles to compact commercial machines, where negative ion acceleration is becoming more important because of its easy extraction of high beam currents.

The talk by Blosser of Michigan State on future cyclotrons described the challenges of new designs and showed how a simple spread sheet program on a personal computer could do conceptual designs, parameter studies and preliminary cost estimates on proposed cyclotrons. The nuclear physics applications of cyclotrons and storage rings were described by Hardy (Chalk River).
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and Pollock (Indiana University), respectively.

A tour of the local TRIUMF facility was preceded by orientation talks on the 520 MeV cyclotron and the proposed KAON Factory. Dutto mentioned that the cyclotron has been improved by the addition of a fourth-harmonic cavity at large radius, increasing the energy gain per turn and thus reducing electromagnetic stripping losses. It can also be used in the flat-top mode to improve beam quality and extraction.

Craddock described the KAON accelerators and how the TRIUMF beam will be matched to the succeeding rings at 3 and 30 GeV. He pointed out how the support for KAON has been growing with the assistance of Dr. KAON and friendly government officials Mr. KAON and KAON Kim (see photo). During the tour visitors were taken above the cyclotron to be shown a quarter and a dime suspended from another quarter, demonstrating the power of the TRIUMF magnet and the collective strength of Canadian currency!

At ceremonies Mike Craddock extended the congratulations of the cyclotron community to three American Physical Society prizewinners: Henry Blosser and Bob Pollock, for the 1992 Bonner Prize, awarded for design and construction of superconducting cyclotrons and a cyclotron-injected light-ion cooler respectively; and Reg Richardson of UCLA and TRIUMF for the 1991 Wilson Prize, for demonstrating phase focusing, the first synchrocyclotron and the first sector-focused cyclotron.

Craddock pointed out this research has revealed two classes of accelerators, ‘proper’ and ‘improper’. The former are of course cyclotrons, with the perfect rotational periodic symmetry of their sector structure. Improper synchrotrons have frequent deviations from symmetry due to straight sections of unequal length.

The TRIUMF group put together an interesting and smooth-running conference, with Mike Craddock chairing the international and local organizing committees and Gerardo Dutto the scientific program committee. Details can be found in the 179 papers in the proceedings, published by World Scientific in December. The community looks forward to the next Conference, in 1995, to be hosted by NAC, in Cape Town, South Africa.

David J. Clark, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

---

Heavy ion fusion

With controlled thermonuclear fusion holding out the possibility of a prolific and clean new source of energy, the goal remains elusive after many years of continual effort. While the conventional Tokamak route with magnetic confinement continues to hit the headlines, other alternatives are now becoming competitive.

One possible solution is to confine the thermonuclear fuel pellet by high power beams. Current research and perspectives for future work in such inertial confinement was the subject of the ‘Prospects for Heavy Ion Fusion’ European Research Conference held in Aghia Pelagia, Crete, last year. Its main focus was on the potential of heavy ion accelerators as well as recent advances in target physics with high power lasers and light ion beams.

Carlo Rubbia declared that high energy accelerators, with their high efficiency, are the most promising approach to economical fusion energy production. However the need for cost saving in the driver accelerator requires new ideas in target design tailored to the particularities of heavy ion beams, which need to be pushed to the limits of high current and phase space density at the same time.

Dieter M"ohl (CERN), describing performance achieved with CERN accelerators, showed that individual parameters have been close enough to what is needed for fusion, but no machine has pushed all parameters simultaneously to their limits, which is the real challenge.

According to Ingo Hofmann (GSI, Darmstadt) the SIS heavy ion synchrotron and adjacent ESR cooling storage ring have just opened a new chapter in heavy ion fusion. These machines provide unique possibilities for machine studies for reactor drivers as well as target work with the first dense plasmas to be produced by heavy ions.

Problems of a full (five kilometre) reactor driver linac are under control, according to Horst Klein from Frankfurt, provided that target designers are not going to push the normalized emittance further down.

Parallel to the European efforts with radiofrequency linac and storage ring technology, the technologically innovative induction accelerator approach is pursued by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (presented by Tom Fessenden). They are awaiting funding of their next $60M ILSE project.

Conversion of beam energy into soft X-rays (‘indirect drive’) seems to be the magic key now for target physicists. The X-rays are confined in a radiation case (‘hohlraum’) with the actual fusion pellet at its centre. Due to multiple reflections the X-rays
At the ‘Prospects for Heavy Ion Fusion’ European Research Conference held in Crete last year, laser physicist Richard Sigel of Munich’s Max Planck Institute for Quantum Optics demonstrates the principle of indirectly driven ‘hohlraum’ (radiation enclosure) targets by a simple optical analogue – the radiation near a lamp, measured by a photocell, increases dramatically inside a highly reflecting cavity.

‘forget’ the spatial nonuniformity of primary heavy ion or laser beams, and a spherically symmetric compression of the pellet becomes possible.

The physics of radiative hydrodynamics under conditions normally present in stellar matter is now a great challenge for theorists developing simulation programs, evidenced by Jürgen Meyer-ter-Vehn (Munich), Stefano Atzeni (Frascati) and Mihail Basko (Moscow).

The biggest obstacle having to wait for declassification of US work in inertial fusion, but this could beativity imminent. The relative openness of presentations by leading physicists from classified laser laboratories (Livermore, Sandia and Rochester in the US and Limeil in France) was surprising and welcome.

Milestones were reported by C. Yamanaka from Osaka, home of the only unclassified dedicated inertial fusion programme. They have achieved 600 times compression of solid matter (producing $10^{13}$ neutrons), near to what is required for fusion.

According to Erik Storm from Livermore an upgrade of their existing NOVA laser facility could achieve ignition (by indirect drive) with fusion gain exceeding 10 by around the year 2000, provided the required $400M were made available in time. Inertial fusion with lasers is now as close to reaching ignition as magnetic fusion.

More good news came from D. Cook, Sandia Laboratories (New Mexico), who reported on recent success with the PBFA II pulsed power facility shooting about 50 kilojoules of 9 MeV lithium on hydrocarbon foam obtaining conversion into X-rays. The need for reducing beam divergence is a major issue for future development.

With European collaboration in magnetic confinement well established, and with a strong inter-regional collaboration in magnetic fusion heading towards ITER as a next step, collaboration in inertial fusion does not yet exist on any international scale. ‘Should there be a European programme on inertial fusion?’ asked a panel discussion chaired by Rudolf Bock (GSI). There was a consensus that lasers to demonstrate ignition and heavy ions to make an efficient driver are in the same boat – yet there was no doubt that coming together doesn’t necessarily increase the funds. Who would lead such a programme in Europe? What is the cost of a dedicated heavy ion accelerator facility to study target physics close to fusion parameters?

The meeting was in the spirit of traditional US Gordon conferences with no proceedings, tutorial introductions encouraged before each talk and enough time for discussion. About 70 people attended, with a good number of younger people bringing in new blood. The chairman was J. Meyer-ter-Vehn, Max-Planck-Institute for Quantum Optics, Munich, and the meeting was sponsored by the European Science Foundation in association with the European Physical Society.

A tribute was made to strong focusing pioneer Nick Christophilos in whose home country the conference took place. Strong focusing and later on construction of the Astron (electron) induction accelerator have both been fruits of his inventive mind.

From Ingo Hofmann
TRIESTE
Feet on the ground

Established in 1964 by Abdus Salam, the International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP), in Trieste, Italy, has naturally become one of the world's leading centres of particle physics theory. Attracting distinguished senior visitors from all over the world and with a full programme of regular symposia and workshops, it provides a valuable stepping stone to frontier research for young researchers, particularly those from the developing countries, who would otherwise find it tough to make headway in this competitive field.

Initial ICTP research interests concentrated on particle physics and plasma physics, but as interest, support and infrastructure steadily expanded, these interests widened to give a truly interdisciplinary centre with active groups in fundamental physics, condensed matter physics, mathematics, plasma physics, superconductivity, aeronomy, microprocessors, climatology, and in laser, atomic and molecular physics.

Originally set up under the auspices of UNESCO and the International Atomic Energy Agency, ICTP has in recent years been funded mainly by Italy. 1991 saw a hiatus in ICTP funding (December 1991, page 30). However the financial status of the Centre is now secure as the Italian government has approved support for the next eight years. With the International School for Advanced Studies a close neighbour and the university a short distance away, Trieste will surely remain an important research centre.

In spite of having no major experimental physics activity on site, ICTP has always been at the forefront of fundamental physics, be it the genesis of the Standard Model in the 1960s, or supersymmetry in the 70s, to the more esoteric recent developments. In the 1980s, when superstrings and other ambitious schemes for a grand picture of fundamental interactions were in vogue, it was natural and welcome for ICTP to concentrate its efforts in these fields.

But times have changed. Like the downbeat world in which it lives, 1990s physics has discarded, at least temporarily, many luxuries and frills to concentrate instead on basics. Spearheaded by the precision measurements at CERN's LEP electron-positron collider, there is a resurgence of worldwide interest in numerical accuracy and the productive phenomenology which comes in its wake. With experiments increasingly encountering complicated analyses, there is ample room for phenomenologists to get aboard.

To underline and encourage this shift in emphasis, in 1991 ICTP launched a workshop on phenomenology, the idea being to bring together the results and implications of modern precision measurements and encourage participation in this new style of 1990s research.

The 1992 workshop, held in October in collaboration with the Italian INFN and locally organized by Faheem Hussain and by Nello Paver (of Trieste University), provided an impressive scientific programme covering all aspects of modern quantitative research. Young researchers emerged with a well-rounded picture of frontier phenomenology and collected many useful indications of where contributions are welcome.

The 1992 workshop on Recent Developments in the Phenomenology of Particle Physics, held in October at the International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy, and locally organized by Faheem Hussain (left) and by Nello Paver (right, of Trieste University), covered all aspects of modern quantitative research.
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The programme covered neutrino physics, LEP results and their implications as tests of the Standard Model and indications of any physics beyond, and heavy quark physics, particularly the 'effective theory' for calculations. With a formalism constructed from general symmetry principles, this approach sets out to make calculations based on a series expansion in the reciprocal of the quark mass, so that the heavier the quark, the faster the expansion converges.

While heavy quark effective theory brings no new physics, it greatly simplifies the description of heavy flavour reactions. It was singled out by Steve Weinberg in his summary at the major international meeting in Dallas last year (October 1992, page 1) as being particularly promising.

Highly relevant in this context was a measurement (presented by Giorgio Romano) from the WA75 emulsion experiment at CERN of the purely leptonic branching ratio of mesons carrying both charm and strange quantum numbers ($D_s$).

**FERMILAB**

**Tevatron upgrade**

The Fermilab accelerator complex is in the middle of a major upgrade to increase the luminosity beyond the original design goal. During Phase I of this upgrade, there have been major modifications to the Tevatron. These modifications were commissioned at the start of the latest collider run and include the installation of electrostatic separators to separate the orbits of the stored beams and new low beta insertions to squeeze the colliding proton and antiproton beams at both experiment interaction regions.

These modifications have already enabled the Tevatron to achieve a record peak luminosity of $6.93 \times 10^{30}$ per sq cm per s and a record weekly integrated luminosity of $10^{60}$ inverse nanobarns. The peak goal for the present run of $5.0 \times 10^{30}$ has already been exceeded.

In the 1989 collider run the record luminosity was $2.07 \times 10^{30}$. The Tevatron was operated with six bunches colliding head-on in all locations (twelve collision points). One of the luminosity limiting factors was a maximum sustainable tune shift of .025 due to the beam-beam interaction. A similar value has also been achieved at CERN with a different working point in the tune diagram and with different bunch parameters. In addition to a tune shift, the beam-beam interaction causes a tune spread across the beam and enhances the strength of various destructive non-linear resonances. In the Tevatron, resonances up to 12th order must be avoided. An orbit separation scheme was developed to eliminate the unnecessary collision points (there are only two experiments) as well as total separation during injection, acceleration and low beta squeeze. The beams are brought into collision at only two points when low beta is reached.

In contrast with LEP at CERN and Cornell's CESR ring (both electron-positron colliders), the Tevatron uses separators in both the horizontal and vertical planes to produce a helical orbit. A helical orbit is accomplished by creating a betatron oscillation in the horizontal and vertical plane such that the phase between the two oscillations is $\pi/2$ where $n$ is an odd integer. Helical orbits were chosen to keep the beams separated everywhere in the ring so that when the position of the bunches was cogg ed from the injection location to the collision location the beams remain separated.

The design goals were a minimum separation of 5 sigma and a maximum separation of 15 mm between beam centres. This goal has been met. Operation has used separators as small as 3 sigma with no problems. The separators have been very reliable. There has been only one separator spark during operations to date (1000 hours). The observed spark did not appreciably affect the store in progress.

During injection, acceleration and the low beta squeeze separation is achieved using the horizontal separators at B17 and vertical separators at C17. During the injection process the horizontal separator at B11 is used to adjust the phase of the helix through the injection Lambertson. Finally, the beams are brought into collision at B0 and D0 and kept apart everywhere else with local electrostatic three bumps in each plane. One pair of bumps creates a helical orbit from B11 to C49. The other pair of bumps keeps the beam apart from D11 to
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A49. This results in 6.5 betatron oscillations in the third of the ring between B0 and D0 and 13 betatron oscillations in the remaining two-thirds of the ring. Since the number of betatron oscillations in these bumps is only approximately integer or half-integer, the local bumps require 3 elements. The location of the middle element of the 3- bumps in the vertical plane is C17, A17, and B17, F17 in the horizontal plane.

Since the protons and antiprotons are traveling on different orbits they experience different nonlinear fields and therefore have different tunes, coupling, and chromaticities. These differential effects were measured and it was found that the produced differential tune and coupling could be explained by persistent currents in the main bending dipoles (B2) and the chromaticity sextupoles. However, no differential chromatic effects were observed.

A correction scheme was designed to correct these differential effects using existing sextupoles in the secondary correction spool packages in the Tevatron. The idea is to create three circuits, two for adjusting the tunes and one to correct coupling. The correction scheme consists of 46 sextupoles distributed around the ring, 16 normal sextupoles and 30 skew sextupoles. The tune adjusting sextupoles are connected in pairs such that their chromatic effects cancel. The three correction circuits are configured by controls software.

It is necessary to reconfigure the 23 hardware circuits into three software circuits whenever the lattice changes; i.e. at each step in the squeeze. The system (46 sextupoles) has more than enough strength to correct any differential effect. In fact the system was designed to also compensate for the beam-beam tune shift created by the head on collisions at B0 and D0. It was designed to compensate beam-beam tune shifts up to 0.020. However, it is not known if such strong sextupole fields will cause problems related to dynamic aperture effects. Part of the system has been tested and shown that a field strength can be achieved which allows correction of beam-beam tune shifts of 0.010. The partial system is currently being used to control the antiproton tunes at energies up to 500 GeV.

The construction of a colliding beam facility at the D0 long straight section section of the Tevatron, coupled with the presence of the CDF detector at the B0 straight section, has produced the need for a low beta insertion that unlike the old system, permits the simultaneous and essentially independent operation of more than one interaction region. The new low beta insertion enables simultaneous operation of a multiple of such systems by matching each insertion to the arcs of the machine in betatron and momentum space. Matched insertions in collider mode are independent except for the need to maintain a constant tune with distributed tune correction quadrupoles in the rest of the accelerator. The addition of each low beta insertion to the accelerator lattice raises the tune of the accelerator approximately a half unit unless compensated. The operating point of the collider has vertical and horizontal tunes with
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two collision regions of 20.576 and 20.585 respectively.

The original low beta region at B0 was unmatched and produced a large beta and dispersion wave in the rest of the accelerator and was replaced. Each insertion is composed of 18 quadrupoles that are physically located symmetrically around the straight section region and in the arcs. The magnetic gradients are antisymmetric relative to the centre. A field free region, 15.24 m long, is available for each detector between the final quadrupoles. The lattice design is a relatively conventional one; the low gradient quadrupoles are used to provide the matching into the arcs, the high gradient ones are used to give the strong focussing close to the interaction point to give the small beam size. Nine independent circuits are used to vary the insertion optics. The inclusion of an extra circuit beyond the minimum of eight results in a reduction of the maximum values of both the dispersion and the beta functions in the arcs. The beta* at injection is 170 cm. Currently the beta* at the end of the squeeze is 50 cm. The magnets are capable of going to 25 cm.

Both the separators and the low beta insertions were commissioned at the beginning the current collider run which started last May. Both systems have performed reliably.

Further upgrades to the Fermilab accelerator complex include upgrading the linac to 400 MeV from 200 MeV, improvements to the antiproton source, and construction of the Main Injector which will replace the Main Ring. These improvements are expected to yield another factor of ten improvement in the luminosity which can be delivered by the Tevatron collider.

Magnetic precession in bent crystals

At Fermilab physicists have observed the magnetic swing (precession) of a fundamental particle 'channeled' in a bent crystal. In channeling electrically charged particles are gently steered by the planes of a perfect crystal, and a bent crystals can be used instead of magnets to deflect particle beams, for instance to extract them from an accelerator orbit. This latest experiment now shows another magnetic effect of a bent crystal — two 45 mm silicon crystals bowed through a tenth of a degree rotated particle axes through sixty degrees.

Many fundamental particles have magnetic moments associated with their intrinsic angular momentum (spin). For a stable particle such as the proton, this magnetic moment is measured using resonance techniques — with the tiny individual magnets lined up in a magnetic field, a supplementary modulating field can flip them over. Using protons, this is an important element in magnetic resonance imaging, now widely used for medical scanning.

However such traditional resonance techniques are not suitable for highly unstable particles such as sigma hyperons. If a hyperon is produced with its spin pointing in a particular direction, a magnetic field applied along a different direction will make that spin wobble (precess). This precession is seen in the resulting decay distribution, making it possible to measure the magnetic moment of the hyperon.

Due to the laws of electromagnetism, a particle moving fast through the internal electric field of a crystal 'sees' a strong magnetic field. Although the experiment at Fermilab gives a relatively coarse magnetic moment measurement, it opens up the possibility of magnetic moment measurements of charm and beauty baryons, with lifetimes a thousand times shorter than those of the hyperons. Knowledge of these magnetic moments would give valuable information about the charm and bottom quarks.

The experimental collaboration was drawn from institutions in four continents: four in Brazil, two from Russia and one from the UK, a team from China, and six groups in North America. The original idea for spin precession in a curved channeling crystal was suggested independently by V.G. Baryshevskii in Byelorussia and Lee Pondrom of Wisconsin. Vladimir Samsonov of the Institute of Nuclear Physics in St. Petersburg proposed the idea of carrying out the measurement at Fermilab.

CERN/KEK

Very high accelerating gradients

A world-wide effort is under way to develop linear electron-positron colliders so that physics experiments can be extended into a range of energies where circular machines (necessarily much larger than CERN's 27-kilometre LEP machine) would be crippled by synchrotron radiation.

CERN is studying the feasibility of building a 2 TeV machine called CLIC powered not by individual klystrons, but by a high intensity electron 'drive' linac running parallel to the main linac (November 1990, page 7). This drive linac will itself be powered by similar superconducting cavities to those developed for LEP.
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This short (20-cell) accelerating section developed by CERN's linear collider study group produced accelerating fields in excess of those required for CERN's CLIC linear electron-positron collider scheme when tested at the Japanese KEK Laboratory. (Photo CERN AC38.4.1992)

A high gradient is an obvious design aim for any future high energy linear collider because it makes it shorter and therefore cheaper – the design figure for the CLIC machine is 80 MV/m.

The CLIC study group has taken a significant step forward in demonstrating the technical feasibility of their machine by achieving peak and average accelerating gradients of 137 MV/m and 84 MV/m respectively in a short section of accelerating structure during high gradient tests at the Japanese KEK Laboratory last year.

This result obtained within the framework of a CERN/KEK collaboration on linear colliders was obtained using a 20-cell accelerating section built at CERN using state-of-the-art technology which served both as a model for CLIC studies as well as a prototype for the Japanese Linear Collider studies.

The operating frequency of the model accelerating section is 2.6 times lower than the CLIC frequency but was chosen because a high power r.f. source and pulse compression scheme has been developed for this frequency at KEK. Testing CLIC models at 11.4 GHz is however more stringent than at 30 GHz because the chance of electrical breakdown increases as the frequency is lowered. This recent result clearly demonstrates that a gradient of 80 MV/m is feasible.

CERN
Accelerator school

Jyvaskyla, a university town in central Finland, was the setting for last year's General Accelerator School organized by the CERN Accelerator School. Well over a hundred students – more than for some time – followed two weeks of lectures on a broad spectrum of accelerator topics, the first step en route to becoming the designers, builders and operators of the surprisingly large number of, accelerators of all kinds either built or planned throughout Europe and further afield.

This was the fifth such school organized by CAS in a biennial cycle which alternates this introductory level with more advanced tuition. The next, advanced, school will be from 20 October – 1 November, hosted by Albert Hofmann of CERN and CERN Accelerator School Secretary Suzanne von Wartburg at the recent CAS General Accelerator School in Jyvaskyla, Finland. How to get out of the capsized kayak position was not part of the formal curriculum but nevertheless was extensively studied.

Albert Hofmann of CERN and CERN Accelerator School Secretary Suzanne von Wartburg at the recent CAS General Accelerator School in Jyvaskyla, Finland. How to get out of the capsized kayak position was not part of the formal curriculum but nevertheless was extensively studied.
Athens University on the Greek Island of Rhodes. (Application details will become available in Spring but would-be participants should already reserve the dates.)

After Finland, the CAS caravan moved to Benalmadena near Malaga in Spain where, together with Seville University, they organized one of the joint US-CERN schools held every two years and focusing on frontier accelerator topics. This time the subject was electron-positron factories – machines for high luminosity experiments in phi, tau-charm, beauty and Z physics. Experts from both sides of the Atlantic and from Japan shared their knowledge with an equally representative audience and probed the many intensity-related phenomena which must be mastered to reach design performance.

A number of these topics will receive extended coverage in the next specialist CAS School which is a repeat – by public demand – of the highly successful radio-frequency course held in Oxford in 1991. This school will be in Capri, Italy, with the support of the University of Naples from 29 April to 5 May. Details and application forms are now available by e-mail (CASRF@CERNVM.CERN.CH), by fax (+41 22 7824836) or from Suzanne von Wartburg, CERN Accelerator School, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland.

WORKSHOP
Stable particle motion

Particle beam stability is crucial to any accelerator or collider, particularly big ones, such as Brookhaven's RHIC heavy ion collider and the larger SSC and LHC proton collider schemes. A workshop on the Stability of Particle Motion in Storage Rings held at Brookhaven in October dealt with the important issue of determining the short- and long-term stability of single particle motion in hadron storage rings and colliders, and explored new methods for ensuring it.

In the quest for realistic environments, the imperfections of superconducting magnets and the effects of field modulation and noise were taken into account.

The workshop was divided into three study groups: Short-Term Stability in storage rings, including chromatic and geometric effects and correction strategies; Long-Term Stability, including modulation and random noise effects and slow-varying effects; and Methods for determining the stability of particle motion. The first two were run in parallel, but the third was attended by everyone.

Each group considered analytical, computational and experimental methods, reviewing work done so far, comparing results and approaches and underlining outstanding issues. By resolving conflicts, it was possible to identify problems of common interest.

The workshop reaffirmed the validity of methods proposed several years ago. Major breakthroughs have been in the rapid improvement of computer capacity and speed, in the development of more sophisticated mathematical packages, and in the introduction of more powerful analytic approaches.

In a typical storage ring, a particle may be required to circulate for about a billion revolutions. While ten years
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ago it was only possible to predict accurately stability over about a thousand revolutions, it is now possible to predict over as many as one million turns. If this trend continues, in ten years it could become feasible to predict particle stability over the entire storage period. About ninety participants from the USA and Europe attended the meeting.

From Alessandro G. Ruggiero

Bikash Sinha, Director of the Variable Energy Cyclotron Centre, Calcutta, also becomes Director of Calcutta’s Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics.

Alexander Feschenko of the Institute for Nuclear Research of the Russian Academy of Sciences has recently received the Faraday Cup Award for his paper: Bunch Shape Measuring Technique and its Application for an Ion Linac Tuning. The award is given for an outstanding contribution to the development of an innovative beam diagnostics instrument of proven workability.

The Faraday Cup Award was refereed and presented by the committee members of the 1992 Accelerator Instrumentation workshop that was held at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories on October 27-30. The prize was donated by Julien Bergoz of Bergoz Inc.

On people

UK awards

This year the UK Institute of Physics Guthrie award, for a physicist of international reputation, goes to Ian Butterworth, while the Institute’s Maxwell award, for contributions to theory, goes to Thomas Kibble. Both are at London’s Imperial College.

Butterworth, CERN Research Director from 1983-6, moved from a pivotal role in UK bubble chamber research to become Head of Department at Imperial before coming to CERN. In 1986 he became Principal of London’s Queen Mary College. After a formal retirement he has moved back to research at Imperial.

Kibble is honoured for his numerous contributions to theoretical physics, particularly in gauge theories. Many of these contributions hinge on the subtle but pervasive symmetry breaking effect which has subsequently become known as the Higgs mechanism. He was Head of Department at Imperial from 1983-91.
Xiaodong Zhang (left) of Stony Brook receives the first Gertrude S. Goldhaber Physics Prize at Brookhaven. The prize honours Gertrude Scharff-Goldhaber (second from right) noted nuclear physicist and long-time promoter of opportunities for women in science, seen here with her husband, former Brookhaven Director Maurice Goldhaber (right). The prize was presented by their son Alfred, also of Stony Brook.

Ter-Martirosyan at 70

On 5 October a special seminar at Moscow’s Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics marked the 70th birthday of theorist Karen Avetovich Ter-Martirosyan. A student of Yakov Frenkel and Lev Landau, his initial contributions came in the Coulomb excitation of nuclei. After pioneer work on the three nucleon system he went on to Regge theory and multiple hadron production. His students have also gone on to make their mark.

US Particle Accelerator Conference

The fifteenth biennial US Particle Accelerator Conference will convene at the Omni Shoreham Hotel in Washington, DC, May 17-20. Under a new arrangement, the conference is jointly sponsored by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Nuclear and Plasma Sciences Society (NPSS) and the American Physical Society (APS) Division of Physics of Beams (DPB). The conference serves as the annual meeting of APS/DPB. Conference chair is Christoph W. Leemann of CEBAF, program chair is Joseph J. Bisognano of CEBAF, program deputy chair is Helen Edwards of CEBAF, and local arrangements chair is I.E. Campisi of CEBAF. A tour to CEBAF, about 200 km south of Washington, near Williamsburg, Virginia, is being organized for May 21 for those interested. For further information contact Avril Quarrie, PAC93 Program Coordinator: CEBAF MS 12-A1, 12000 Jefferson Avenue, Newport News, Virginia 23606-1909, USA, telephone/fax (804) 249-6377/5024; e-mail quarriea@cebaf.gov .

Yakov Abramovitch Smorodinsky 1917-1992

Prominent theorist Yakov Smorodinsky died in Dubna on 16 October. Working at Moscow’s Kurchatov Institute and the Joint Institute of Nuclear Research, Dubna, his interests ranged widely, but his main contributions came from the application of ideas from algebra and geometry to nuclear and particle physics. His main passion was books, where he collected an extraordinary library and edited many Russian editions of Western physics works.
Bubble Chamber Conference

A conference at CERN from 14-16 July will mark the fortieth anniversary of the bubble chamber. Speakers will cover both the development of the technique and its numerous contributions to physics. Further information from Susannah Tracy at CERN, e-mail bubbles@cernvm.cern.ch. Early application is advised as attendance will be limited to 300.

1993 European School of High-Energy Physics

The 1993 European School of of High-Energy Physics (formerly CERN-JINR School of Physics) will take place from 12-25 September near Zakopane, Poland. Topics covered will include Field Theory, Radiative Corrections, QCD, the Standard Model and Beyond, CP Violation, and Experimental Techniques; with additional lectures on HERA and LEP results. Further information from: Miss S.M. Tracy, CERN School of Physics, CERN – DG-A, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland. E-mail tracy@cernvm.cern.ch Telephone: + 41 22 767 27 24 Telefax: + 41 22 782 30 11 Closing date for applications is 31 March.

Meetings

Instrumentation specialists LeCroy are sponsoring their Third Annual Conference on Electronics for Future Colliders, to be held at their Chestnut Ridge, New York, headquarters on 4-5 May. Further information from George Blanar, LeCroy Corp, 700 Chestnut Ridge Rd, Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977-6499, tel (914) 578 6012, fax (914) 578 5984.

CERN Council

At the December meeting of CERN Council, the Organization’s governing body, Chairman Sir William Mitchell, after opening his report by congratulating Georges Charpak on his 1992 Nobel Prize, explained adjustments for the future contributions of Germany to the Laboratory’s budget. A letter from the German delegation, earlier considered by the Committee of Council, had asked CERN Member States to take account of Germany’s special reunification burden through a temporary reduction of the German contribution to CERN’s budget. A rebate of some 10% of Germany’s contribution to CERN’s budget

European Physical Society President Maurice Jacob (right) with S. Krupicka, Director of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, at the recent EPS “Large Facilities” meeting at the newly amalgamated Institut Laue-Langevin (neutron beams) and European Synchrotron Radiation Facility complex at Grenoble.
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</tr>
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<tbody>
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<td>M. Derrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brookhaven, National Laboratory, (USA)</td>
<td>P. Yamin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEBAF Laboratory, (USA)</td>
<td>S. Cornelissen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell University, (USA)</td>
<td>D. G. Cassel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESY Laboratory, (Germany)</td>
<td>P. Waloschek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, (USA)</td>
<td>J. Cooper, J. Holt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI Darmstadt, (Germany)</td>
<td>G. Siegert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFN, (Italy)</td>
<td>A. Pascolini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHEP, Beijing, (China)</td>
<td>Qi Nading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JINR Dubna, (USSR)</td>
<td>B. Starchenko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEK National Laboratory, (Japan)</td>
<td>S. lwata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, (USA)</td>
<td>B. Feinberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Alamos National Laboratory, (USA)</td>
<td>C. Hoffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novosibirsk, Institute, (USSR)</td>
<td>V. Balakin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orsay Laboratory, (France)</td>
<td>Anne-Marie Lutz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSI Laboratory, (Switzerland)</td>
<td>R. Frosch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, (UK)</td>
<td>Jacky Hutchinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saclay Laboratory, (France)</td>
<td>Elisabeth Locci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHEP, Serpukhov, (USSR)</td>
<td>Yu. Ryabov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, (USA)</td>
<td>M. Riordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superconducting Super Collider, (USA)</td>
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CERN Courier, January/February 1993
On 18 December, during the end-year meeting of CERN Council, Hungary's flag was hoisted at CERN by CERN Director-General Carlo Rubbia (left) and Erno Pungor, Minister President of the Hungarian National Council for Technological Development, watched by CERN Council President Sir William Mitchell (right). The country had become the Organisation's 18th Member State on 1 July.

At CERN, John Ferguson becomes Leader of Administrative Support (AS) Division and Jean-Pierre Gourber Leader of Accelerator Technology (AT) Division from 1 January 1993.

CERN Accelerator School Proceedings

The following CERN Accelerator School Proceedings can be obtained free-of-charge from: CERN Accelerator School, SL Division, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland. Fax: +44 22 782 4836.

- "The generation of high fields for particle acceleration to very high energies", ECFA 85/91, CERN 85–07, (June 1985).
- "Second advanced accelerator physics course", CERN 89–01 (February 1989).
- "Third general accelerator physics course, CERN 89–05 (April 1989).

Robert Marshak 1916–1992

How to visit CERN
Comment visiter le CERN

Organized visits take place only on Saturdays, at 9.30 a.m.,
and/or 2.30 p.m. The visits last about three hours and are free.
The minimum age limit is 16 years.

Les visites commentées ont lieu seulement le samedi, à 9 h. 30
et/ou à 14 h. 30. Elles durent environ trois heures et sont
gratuites. La limite d'âge minimum imposée est de seize ans.

Please write or call:
Ecrire ou téléphoner:
CERN
Visits Organization / Organisation des visites
1211 GENEVA 23 Switzerland
Tel. 022/767 84 84
Telex 419 000 CER
Data Read Out Engines

Dedicated Solutions for Physics

Fast Read Out
- Transfer rates (peak)
  70MByte/s FASTBUS block transfer (20ns slave assumed)
  100MByte/s in VXI/VME (64 bit source sync. block transfer)
- Fast point-to-point links

Real-Time Data Compression
- DSP96002 based compression (40MHz, up to 200 MOPS)
- FASTBUS front-end data
- VXI/VME front-end data
- PCOS/FERA*) front-end data
  *) Trademark LeCroy Corp.

Second Level Triggering
- DSP96002 parallel processing
- Operates on PCOS/FERA data
- Operates on FASTBUS data
- FIFO communication structure

Number Crunching
- DSP power to „digest“ the data
- Up to 200 MFLOPS + 160 MIPS in a single FASTBUS slave module

Data Stream Processing
- Sophisticated FIFO structure
- Up to 200 million operations per second (MOPS)
- DSP96002*) based piggy back building block (40MHz)
- Parallel processing
  *) Trademark Motorola

Transfer rates (peak)
- 70MByte/s FASTBUS block transfer (20ns slave assumed)
- 100MByte/s in VXI/VME (64 bit source sync. block transfer)

Full UNIX Workstation to FASTBUS support
- VIC-bus to FASTBUS interface (CHIPS I/O port)
- PCOS/FERA to FASTBUS interface (CHIPS I/O port)
- Price reductions on FASTBUS CHIPS packages
- Stand alone 68030 based CAMAC-CC with OS-9 software
- Sales and service available now over E-mail

STRUCK
Electronics for High Energy Physics and Industry

More than a good link

Ask for Information
EUnet:
sales@struck.de

Dr. Bernd Struck - Bäckerberg 6 - D-2000 Tangstedt/Hamburg
Telefon (04109) 55-0 - Telefax (04109) 5533 - Telex 2 180 715 tegs